
Russian Oil Products Weather Feb 5 Sanctions Test

Executive summary:

• Russian oil product exports have dipped slightly post Feb 5 sanctions
but the key theme developing is a huge increase in volumes on the
water as new markets take far longer to get to. Rather than Northwest
Europe, flows are heading to destinations like Asia.

• Signs of floating storage growing will be the key signal to the market
that Russia is struggling to place volumes.

Russian Clean Petroleum Product Exports (red line) & 
Imports of Russian CPP by Destination Market (bars) –
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• EU sanctions against Russian oil products began Feb 5, along with
the G7 price cap designed to keep Russian volumes on the market
but limit Kremlin revenues.

• It’s early days, but a clear pattern has emerged that Russian oil
products are being forced on longer journeys and the fleet capacity
is being stretched.

• Vortexa analysis (see image right) showed Russian clean petroleum
product exports declined less than 200 kbd in the first 15-days of
Feb from a near three year high of 1.9mn bpd in Jan when Russia
was pushing elevated volumes into Europe ahead of the ban.

• Imports of Russian clean products (bars in chart right) may fall by
600kbd or so over the whole of February, as a lot of the Russian
products at sea, especially diesel, signal waypoints or STS zones
rather than likely ultimate destinations as well as take far longer get
to new markets.

• Similarly to Russian crude – China, India and Turkey are likely to
emerge as key markets for Russian oil products over the medium to
long term, showing up already amongst more unusual destinations.

Source: Vortexa



Russian Diesel Exports Holding Up in Early Days

• In the first half of February, shipments of diesel-type fuel from
Russia’s ports averaged more than 1 million barrels a day — a
slight drop from January, but still well above the 2022 daily
average.

• The dip represents a fall of around 150,000 bpd on a monthly
basis. Exports in Dec/Jan were leaving at record levels.

• The latest FOB Baltic Sea Russian-origin diesel price from Argus
equates to around $74 a barrel, well below an EU- and G7-agreed
price cap of $100 which should help to keep volumes flowing.

• Delivered prices however are likely to be far higher – details of
which are not transparent.

• Outwith flows to Asia, new markets have emerged for Russian
diesel towards North Africa and Turkey.

• Moroccan imports of Russian diesel stood at 600,000 bbls for the
whole of 2021, surging to 2mn bbls in January according to Kpler,
while another 1.2 mn bbls are set to make their way to the
country this month.

• Tunisia historically pulled in almost no Russian diesel in prior
years but imported 2.8 mn bbls in January according to Kpler,
while another 3.1 mn bbls have arrived in February.

• The volume of gasoil-type fuels loaded from Russia and signaling
India reached a record high in February, according to Kpler.
Around 140k tons loaded and signaled the Asian country in
February. It has rarely imported Russian diesel fuels before.

Source: Bloomberg

Russian Diesel Exports Remain Resilient Early February

• Egypt and Algeria are also pulling in higher volumes.
• The volumes being imported into North Africa are too high for domestic

demand indicating the flows could end up being re-exported back into the
European market.



Russian Diesel Floating Volumes and Tonne Miles Increase

• The European sanctions have pushed record levels of Russian
diesel onto the water.

• The increase is a result of volumes being pushed to
destinations much further away.

• Diesel that typically flowed from the Baltic into Northwest
Europe is now ending up in new markets like Brazil, North
Africa and Saudi Arabia according to Kpler.

Source: Kpler

• Around 24 million barrels of Russian diesel-type fuel is being held in vessels’
storage tanks according to Kpler – the highest on its records (see above chart).

• About 1.7 million barrels, or about 7% of the total, are on vessels being used as
floating storage. This is a key metric to watch to see if Russia is struggling to
place volumes going forward.

• Russian diesel at sea is up by 150% from average historical levels and more than
4-fold from historical low points according to Vortexa.

• Record levels are travelling without signaling a destination – an expected trend.

Source: Vortexa
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Diesel Pricing

• Since the Feb 5 rules came into effect, the Russian diesel
discount to non-Russian diesel has widened to $35/bbl less
based on Argus pricing figures.

• Similarly to sanctioned crude, Russia has managed to maintain
its outflows of oil products by offering them at significant
discounts to key benchmarks though there are mounting
claims Russia is finding ways around this.

• The G7 coalition set price caps at $100/bbl for products that
trade at a premium to crude – primarily diesel and $45/bbl for
products that trade at a discount such as fuel oil and naphtha.

• The EU ban bars EU vessels from carrying Russian-origin
petroleum products, unless the products are purchased at or
below the price cap agreed by the coalition.

Source: Argus

• If EU-flagged vessels break the sanctions, they will be subject to penalties
according to national legislation, but the EU is working on a penalty of 5%
of global turnover for companies that break EU sanctions.

Source: Bloomberg

European Front Month Gasoil Declines on Well Supplied Market



Russian Fuel Oil Developing New Markets

Source: Kpler

• Exporting Russian oil products towards China and India was
expected to be harder than for crude because these countries are
significant exporters of fuel and relatively minor importers.

• However, an ability to upgrade fuel oil into higher end products has
seen Russian fuel oil arrive into China at a record pace of 5.62
million barrels in February according to Kpler.

• India pulled in 4.484 million barrels in January, which was the
second-highest on record behind the 4.88 million in October, and
more than three times the 2021 average of 1.45 million barrels a
month. Flows in February have however retreated showing the
difficulty of placing these volumes longer term.

• India has also increased its appetite for Russian naphtha. February
arrivals are expected to reach 1.49 million barrels, a record high.

• The UAE is expected to import 3.0 million barrels of Russian fuel oil
in February and 4.34 million in March, up from 750,000 barrels in
February last year.

• Saudi Arabia's imports of Russian fuel oil are expected to reach 1.98
million barrels in February, up from 370,000 barrels in the same
month last year.

• Both Saudi and UAE can use fuel oil as direct burn in power gen to
displace crude. It allows them to free up high value crude usually
used in direct burn to instead be refined or exported.

Imports of Russian Fuel Oil (Mn bbls)



Europe Replaces Missing Russian Volumes Short Term

Source: Bloomberg 

• There have been fears about how Europe will fill the Russian
oil product gap created by sanctions, especially for diesel.

• The ban has left the EU with a void of about 600,000 barrels
of diesel and related oil products per day, a gap that the EU
intends to plug with increased supplies from the Middle
East, Asia and the US.

• In the same way Russian oil product flows are heading
further afield, the replacements into Europe are facing the
same issue - creating longer term inefficiencies for the
market.

• Despite a collapse in Russian flows, European diesel imports
in February are slightly above January’s level according to
Bloomberg at around 1.55 million bpd.

• The gap is mostly being filled by flows from the Middle East
and Asia – far further away than usual Russian volumes.

• European diesel suppliers were well prepared for the ban – building stocks ahead of time
– resulting in falling diesel margins towards the ban. Surging Chinese demand and Russian
volumes potentially falling off the market could lend support to cracks going forward.

• Gasoil stockpiles in the ARA storage hub are at a two-year high (see chart left), according
to Insights Global data.

• The US is currently entering high refinery maintenance levels, meaning it should have
higher product availability later in the year to help ease Europe's diesel shortfall.

Source: Insights Global 
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